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SIGNATURE
COCKTAILS

*Prices in mexican pesos IVA incluided (16%).

                $240

Bombay London Dry Gin, aloe vera extract, 
cranberry juice and a light citrus touch.

Fresh and happy cocktail, ideal to enjoy a good chat 
at any time and best thing is that you will vibrate high 
and positive.

                           $260

Danzantes mezcal espadín reposado, passion 
fruit pulp, activated charcoal, liquor 43 and 
cinnamon cordial.

Aromatic and semi-sweet cocktail, inspired by the 
“aluxes”, the protectors of the Mayan jungles, caves 
and cenotes, an ideal cocktail to enjoy this beautiful 
paradise.

GOOD 
VIBES

ALUX



                $260

Don Julio Blanco, elderflower liqueur and a 
delicious sweet & sour sparkling.

Cocktail with sweet and sour profile with a great 
balance of floral flavors, in honor of the Mexican 
culture and the tribute to the skulls.

                           $260

Bombay London dry Gin, artisan blackberry 
concoction, pineapple, honey and a slight hint 
of vanilla.

Cocktail with a sweet profile and notes of citrus 
berries, cocktail inspired by the resilience and 
strength of this magical place, Hotel Villas Flamingos.

RITUAL
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                $220

Amaras mezcal espadín joven, mixed with a 
concoction of serrano chili, coriander, citrus 
and a tropical touch of pineapple.

A great option if you are a daisy lover, inspired by 
Frida Kahlo and her legacies of inspiration to more 
generations.

                           $240

Ketele one vodka, lemon sorbet, cucumber, 
Midori and a splash of tonic.

Fresh and tropical cocktail, ideal for a hot afternoon/
evening, inspired by the jungle and Caribbean 
beaches.
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               $240

Jack Daniels, Lemongrass infusion, citrus 
perfume and tonic water top.

Cocktail with a herbal and fresh profile, ideal to 
accompany very good talks or enjoy great sunsets.

                           $220

Ketel one, Italian appetizer, watermelon, and 
orange bitters.

Fresh cocktail, with slightly bitter touches. Ask for it 
with a smile.
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